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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU

From birth to the coronation as Prime Minister-

• The description of Nehru’s birth begins in fourth chapter, from 1 to 17 stanzas his birth and boyhood days are described in detail.

• English education

Nehru showed special interest to study English language. So a special teacher was appointed to teach him English at home. This is described in the 4th chapter in 18 stanzas.

• The uncommon nature of Nehru’s boyhood.

Nehru’s uncommon nature is explained in 4th chapter in 19, 20 stanzas.

• There grows sensibility for nation in Nehru.

Due to influence voluntary actions of father and other freedom fighters and thus attracted, there grew a sensibility nation in Nehru. This referred in 4th chapter and described in 27 to 35 stanzas.

• From London to India

In the 7th chapter, first stanza Nehru returning to India from London after seven years of study in law.

• Nehru and love for swaraj

After Nehru’s coming back to from London, here is very anxious about the bandage of India and also convinced the necessity of sending British people from India. The reference is in 7th chapter; 2, 3 stanzas.

• Nehru’s official life

Nehru’s official life as an advocate is described in two stanzas.

• Nehru’s journey to forest.

In the 7th chapter and in 23 stanzas, the poet describes Nehru’s journey to forest and he also describes the woods in details.
• *Nehru to National movement*

Nehru’s intense desire to reach the Indian National freedom movement and to become a member in Rashtrasabha is described in the same chapter in 28 to 32 stanzas.

• *Nehru’s marriage*

Nehru’s marriage with kamala is explained in same chapter in 33 stanzas and description about Kamala contained in 34 to 37 stanzas. In the 38 and 39 stanza there is described Indira’s birth and other description about her.

• *Nehru’s unique quality*

In the 8th chapter, from 18 to 60 stanzas there is described the unique nature of Nehru's personality.

• *Nehru was release from jail and tour campaign in India.*

In the 10th 15 chapter’s in 474 stanzas Nehru's attempt to discover India, his release from jail are explained. The author described in detail about his journey through the villages, and his interaction with the people.

• *Nehru's sorrow*

The sudden demise of Nehru's wife, who gave him the complete energy and back-up, and his utter sorrow about her illness and then her death are explained in 16th chapter in 52 stanzas.

• *The coronation as Prime Minister*

The 18th chapter of is has the complete description about the attainment of freedom. Description of National flag and the enthronement of Nehru, as the prime minister of India. The coronation of Nehru as the Prime Minister is explained in 49 stanzas of 18th chapter.
HISTORICAL INCIDENTS

Fist Chapter, sloka 66: British destroy Mughals.

III-5 : Shivaji's attack
6 : Death of Aurangzeb
7 : Advent of East - India Company
8 : advent of Portuguese, Dutch and French.
23 : Jhansi Rani was killed.
25 : Ram mohan Roy abolishes-'sati'
46 : The marriage of Motilal Swaroopa Rani
V-2 : The birth of Gandhi
5 : Color discrimination of South Africa
34 : Gandhi publishes the book 'Haritha'
VII -43 : World war
46 : Thilaka in jail
48 : Annibesant in jail
60 : Presidential ship of Indian National Congress to Sir. R.Sanker.
VIII -3 : Montagu Chelmsford
4-6 : Activation of Row let Act
97 : Non Cooperation Movement
XI-21 : Declaration of "Kshetra Pravesana"
23 : Pallivasal Project
19 : Swadesabhimani was banished.
XIII -39 : Establishment of Advaita
XVII-1 : Second World War
58 : Bomb blasting in Hiroshima
64 : Clemently the Prime Minister
66 : India is divided in two (Hindustan and Pakistan)
XVIII: 49: Coronation of Nehru as the Prime minister of India.